ABSTRACT
Power Point presentation is one in every of the foremost normally exploitation teaching tool. It’s a double edged brand with blessings and drawbacks. Here we tend to conferred student opinion on outlet presentation. Most of the students gave positive opinion that PPT has blessings on visual effects, time maintenance, straightforward to organize a lecture and application of student. Same students felt negatively on PPT as troublesome to concentrate, monotonous teaching, lack of interaction with student, orthogonal data and technical errors. An instructor should apprehend these completely different opinions of student on PPT for higher preparation and presentation of lecture.
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INTRODUCTION
Education is one among the vital tool to form someone additional wise, data and accountable towards society. Folks are transferred this education to others, through storytelling, discussion, teaching, training, or analysis. For several years within the teaching method we've been victimization such a big amount of methodology of teaching. Lecture methodology of teaching is that the oldest pedagogy applied in establishment.

Power point presentation is one of most powerful teaching method. Power Point presentation has several benefits over ancient "chalk-and-talk” lecture. However, PowerPoint isn't
almighty. Right from the beginning its use is way from arguable during this academic system and opinions on its use vary from extremely verify to considerably negative.\cite{1,2} This research is conducted to investigate the different opinions of students on power point presentation.

**Advantages of using PPT**

**Better Visual Effects**
Sometimes science lecture is difficult to explain using chalkboard. However, by presenting PowerPoint slides easy to create colorful, attractive designs using the standard templates and themes; easy to modify compared to other visual aids, such as charts, and easy to pull and drop slides to re-order presentation.\cite{3}

**Better maintenance of class**
Easy to present and maintain eye contact with a large audience by simply advancing the slides with a keystroke, eliminating the need for handouts to follow the message.

**More information and speed up of class**
The teacher will deliver additional data than by ancient lecture. The amount of information transferred in a traditional lecture is often limited by the writing speed of the instructor on chalkboard. But in a PowerPoint presentation, all outlines were typed previously in slides. Especially, when instruction of science courses need to present large amount of data, using PowerPoint could significantly increase the efficacy of a lecture.\cite{4,5}

**Easy to use and prepare class**
PPT is an application program of presentation that is found in Microsoft office, it means that we did not need to purchase new software, because it has been included in Microsoft office program. This program is additionally blessings within the sense that the icons used square measure terribly straightforward as a result of they're similar with those within the Microsoft word. In this way, users can create an instruction of language without studying this program previously.

**Disadvantages of using PPT**

**Technical problems**
Basic equipment required to present. You will need to have a computer and projection equipment in place to display the slides to the audience. The main failure in projector is rare but possible. Power cut, inappropriate use of system will waste the time as well as student
will lose concentration. If a teacher purely depend on PPT is unable to smooth conduction of class with these technical problems.

**Too much and irrelevant information**
By using too many animations, graphics, background images and other dynamic visuals could distract the student from the actual message and other information being conveyed to them. A study also found that students spent more time viewing task-relevant information and less time viewing task-irrelevant information after instruction. Irrelevant pictures may even be harmful to comprehension of students.\[^6,7\]

**Neglect of interaction with students**
Power Point presentation makes the instructor more confident, usually the instructor's eyes will stay more on the screen than on the face of students. The lecture may thus lack eye-contacts between teacher and students. This may zoom out the distance between them. A lecture while not eye-contact, is comparable to a "virtual lecture" in some aspects.

**Preparation of lecture**
If the contents of a lecture isn't well-arranged, or if the teacher isn't accustomed to the contents, he might tend to omit asking queries or discussion with students. In such things they might not move their eyes from screen, so the instruction would become a monologues teaching.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**
For the purposes of this research, we selected 100 second year 5\(^{th}\) semester students of the Sri Venkateswara Medical College, Tirupati. A questionnaire was prepared on advantages and disadvantages of using PPT. This questionnaire was distributed to students and 15 min was given to answer this. Instructions was given to students use likert scale for numbering questionnaire.

The questions were as follows

**Advantages of using PPT**
Visual impact
Time management
Easy to prepare a lecture
Alertness of student
Disadvantages of using PPT
- Troublesome to concentrate
- Monotonous teaching
- Lack of interaction with student
- Irrelevant information
- Technical errors

Likert scale
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Undecided</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistics
Descriptive statistics was used to analyze the data. Data obtained in percentage.

RESULTS
Advantages of using PPT
According to this results 90% of students strongly agree that visual impact is one of the main advantage of using PPT. 73% of students agree that teacher can deliver big lecture with in time. 57% of students agree that within a short span of time lecture can prepare by a lecturer. 38% of students agree that students in the class room will be alert by seeing slides.
Advantages of using PPT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>% of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Visual impact</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Easy to prepare lecture</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alertness of student</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disadvantages of using PPT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>% of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Monotonous teaching</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Troublesome to concentrate</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lack of interaction with student</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Irrelevant information</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Technical errors</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to this results 45% of students agree that lecture are going to be monotonous. 40% of students agree that troublesome to concentrate. 32% of students agree that there is no eye contact with students. 20% of students agree that irrelevant information distracts student’s concentration on major lecture. 15% of students agree that technical errors of victimization PPT can waste the time and distract the coed concentration.
DISCUSSION

There is little question that power point presentation is one in all the wonderful teaching technique however that is additionally having disadvantages. Most of the students agree that there square measure such a large amount of benefits among them visual impact means that victimisation colourful photos, graphs, flowcharts, video clips square measure having superb impact on student’s memory. In order that they'll bear in mind and call up simply. For a teacher time management is extremely straightforward than victimisation chalk and board. Simply by dynamical slides lecturer will deliver additional info needn't to put in writing and draw on board. Inside short amount of your time lecturer will prepare lecture and PPT created lecture preparation terribly straightforward. With these colourful preparation of lecture created student additional alert and no probability of sleep. Like these such a large amount of benefits of victimisation this PPT however same students gave completely different negative opinions on this PPT. This PPT can build lecture monotonous if lecturer isn't aware of contents of lecture in order that student can lose interest. Typically students unable to follow quick change of slides. Student could distract by keeping surplus image, info and video clippings. Technical issues additionally play a task to gift PPT. These technical issues can delay lecture in order that students furthermore as teacher additionally can lose interest. To beat of these disadvantages and build winning presentation teacher ought to grasp all positive and negative opinions of students on PPT. Quality of teacher is extremely vital academic issue because it will improve not solely students’ information however additionally their teaching activities.
CONCLUSION

The main motivation is to grasp totally different opinions of student on this power point presentation to boost teaching quality by using power point presentation appropriately.
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